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DIRECTION AND DISTANCE SIGN-POSTS.

<+0’-

Road Marking by Colours.

In my report No. 31 made to the II International Road
Congress, of Brussels, I formulated the following concluding
proposition :-

&dquo; P01’ iaternational trajtic, a utarkz*ng ol the roads according
to certain generally esta.blislaed principles, by which the colours
are the same f or given co?npass-directions taken b y the indi-
vidual roads in all countries, is desirable. &dquo;

I observed in the report that, in the Kingdom of Bohemia,
the colour-marking of all the imperial roads was uniformly
carried out in accordance with the principles proposed by me,
and I have today the satisfaction of communicating that this
measure has met with the entire favour of all the travelling
public, and in particular of that of the owners of fast-running
automobiles. The gist of all the communications which I liave
received from the automobile clubs of Bohemia finds expression
in the sentence :- ’

&dquo; The actual colour-marking of the roads in connection with
a map containing the same markings and the lengths of the
road sections thereby formed appears to make all kinds of
direction and distance indication unnecessary. 

&dquo;

In view of the favourable experiences in Bohemia, the intro-
duction of the colour-marking on all the Austrian imperial roads
is now only a question of a very short time, and in this the
following piinciples will probably be applied (See the accom-
panying sample sketch). ..
The roads marked in red (vermilion and carmine) in general

foll.ow the parallels, and the blue ones the meridians of the
earth, while the yellow and brown (burnt sienna) ones take the.
southwest-northeast, and the light-green and violet the southeast-
northwest diagonal directions or vice versa.
On the actual road, the marking-colour either forms the

ground of the number-plates of the kilometer and marking-
stones, or it appears in a strip of oil paint of about 10 cm. in
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breadth and 30 to 40 cm. i.n length on a white ground about
25 cm. in height by 00 to 40 cm. in length on the kilometre-
stones, trees, and sign-posts, and in the villages on corners of
houses, fences, etc., at a height of 1.5 to 2 m. above the ground.

In this I wish specially to point out that it is the intention
that every .road-flight, ii,o7n the zero-point to the end of its
1cilo7netre-marking, shall be marl&oelig;d by a single -uziform colour,
so that n.ot only the tiaveller, but also the -road-admirzistration
7nay reap the advantage of the systema, in so far as the road,
whether otherwise numbered or named or not, is recognisable on
the map as a separate object of administration.

If the kilometre-marking of one road be interrupted by that
of another, a double-marking comes into play; the double strips
of colour of the actual roads have the colour of the main road
above that of the interrupted road.
The reason why 1, at tlxe III Congress, return to this matter,

which on account of the busy foreign traffic has advanced much
further in Austria than in other countries, is that, as reported
by the daily papers, the decision was come to, in December
1912, by the International Association of Automobile Clubs, of
Paris, to provide the s7wrtest routcs between the capitals of the
different countri.es (Berlin, l’aris, Ronye, Vienna, etc..) with a
colour marking and to make representations to the governments
in relation to it.
The carrying out of this decision would break through the

principle above set fortb that every through-road should, as a
kilometre-stoned object in itself, be provided with distinguishing
marks; for the marking of the shortest connection between the
capitals would extend over several road-flights. Since, however,
on the other hand, the kilometre marking of the main roads in
all states and countries begins in the capital, the principles set
forth by me in 1909 for the marking of the roàds will serve the
interest of the Automobile Clubs also, because the compilation
of the touring-books by the running kilometre-stone marking of
the roads will, in every country, be considerably facilitated and
give a much clearer view of things, and also because the auto-
mobilists no l.ess than the tourists prefer making their own
travelling arrangements to being obliged to follow a single
prescribed route, and can also easily do this by the aid of the
guiding map. 

,

Tlie importance of the distribution of the colours among the
différent compass-directions, as proposed by me, should for the







finding of thé way dui-iiig a journey, not be underestimated,
and it can only be deplored that uniform principles of this kind
for general international touring have not long since been
introduced.
An automobile following a red line of markings from Vienna

and keeping to this colour even though it may have been obliged
for a short distance to take another, will get to Paris, provided
those road-flights which have their zero-points in Vienna,
Munich, Stuttgart, Iiarlsruhe, Strassburg, and Paris and run
10estward and east-ward are marked with vermilion or carmine.
To enable the individual colours to be uniformly continued

from system to system, it would, it is true, be necessary that an
agreement be come to between the governmental administrations
of the various countries.
In this, only the main lines, i. e. the imperial or state roads

(routes nationales) would have to be taken into consideration
in order to give a uniform perspicuous picture of the network
of main roads.

I shall have pleasure, as proposer, in undertaliing with the aid
of m colleagues in the différent countries, the preliminary work
towards the attainment of this uniformity, and beg to conclude
with the proposal :-

1,/i. accordance with t7ze utifor rz princ£ples above set forth,
a m,ap is to be prepared of the main roads (state roads) of all
countries, in which each road-flight will have to be indicated
by a certain particulaq, colou° that at the same time .shows the
comas.s-direetion taken by it from the zero-point to the end of
its kilo?netre-stone marking; on the actual roads, also, the flight-
directions will have to be indicated on the kilometre-stones and
a.t other i7n:portant points, on objects there in evistence, in
colours that a,gree with those of the m,ap, in each, case on a white
ground. &dquo;

Vienna, Feby 10th., 1913.

(Tranalator : LtDDELL.)

Ing. BRADAC7EH.
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